**USB Cable Assemblies with Latching Type A Connectors**

These unique cable assemblies feature a latching Type A USB plug which provides lock down mating retention with any USB Type A jack. Two styles are available – latching A to latching A and latching A to standard B. Fully shielded and USB 2.0 compliant, this cable contains two 24 AWG power conductors and one 28 AWG pair for the data lines. Color is black. Please note latching Type B plugs are available as custom products but require a custom Type B jack.

**USB Coil Cord - Type A Latching Connector to Type B Connector, 10.5 Feet Extended**

This unique cable assembly features a polyurethane jacketed coil cord plus a latching Type A USB connector providing improved mating retention with any USB Type A jack. The latches lock into the channels on each side of a USB jack when fully mated. Retracted length is approximately 2.5 feet expanding to 10.5 feet. Fully shielded and USB 2.0 compliant, this cable contains two 28 AWG power conductors plus one 28 AWG twisted pair for data lines. Color is Black.

**Panel Mounted USB Type Couplers, 30 Microniches Gold**

These couplers are great for connecting USB style connectors into panels, etc. Available in many USB connector combinations with your choice of shielded and unshielded versions. Unshielded is available in Black or Ivory, shielded is Silver. Recommended 4-40 mounting screws must be purchased separately.

**USB Surge/Lightening Protector – Type A/B Connectors, Panel Mountable**

The L-com AL-ECF504-AB USB surge protector is a commercial quality device designed to protect a computer’s sensitive USB port from surges and spikes from attached devices. To ensure USB 2.0 speeds, the device uses ultra-low capacitance diodes to protect the data lines. In addition, a protection device clamps the power lines to safe levels. It can be mounted on an enclosure, panel mounted or used in-line as a stand alone product.

**USB Keystone Feed Through Coupler – Type A/B Connectors, Fully Shielded**

Our new shielded USB keystone connector can be easily installed into typical panels, wall plate openings and enclosures. Connectors are USB A female on the front and USB B female on the back. The framed metal shell and one piece design provides maximum protection from EMI/RFI. Contact us for aggressive pricing for your larger projects.

**Flexible USB Adapter, Type A Male/Female**

L-com’s UADFLEX-1 flexible USB adapter features vertical and horizontal hinges which allow the adapter to rotate in virtually any direction, making it perfect for hard to reach or tight fit applications. This flexible USB adapter is shielded to protect against data corrupting EMI/RFI and utilizes gold plating on all contacts to provide reliable connections with repeated mating cycles.

**USB Type A Low Profile Right Angle Adapters**

L-com’s UADDROG series low profile right angle USB adapters are perfect for tight fit applications. Two exit options are available allowing cables to exit in opposite directions. These USB adapters are a much lower cost solution when compared to rotating USB adapters.

**USB Adapters - Molded and Fully Shielded**

These adapters provide an economical way for users to solve gender and connector type mismatches among standard USB connectors. UAD020MF and UAD027MF socket savers extend the life of expensive cables and ports by taking the abuse of frequently mated USB connectors.